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Selectivity Estimation
• Meaning -Estimation of a query result size in database systems
• Usage -for query optimizer to choose an efficient execution plan
• Implementation -System catalog maintains the statistics (summary data) on the contents of the databases 98-10-17 4 Taxonomy of Selectivity Estimation Techniques Curve Fitting
• General polynomial function -to fit the actual distribution into polynomial function (about 6 degree)
• Usage -Computes the coefficients of the optimal polynomial that has the least square errors.
• Characteristics Equi-width
• The lengths of all buckets are all same
Equi-depth 
Compressed
• n highest source values are stored separately in n singleton buckets; the rest are partitioned as in equi-width or equi-depth buckets. 
• Sum squared error (SSE)
V-Optimal Algorithm (3)
• Let
• Then we have
• Define SSE * (i,k) to be the minimum SSE for the vector F[1,i] using at most k buckets • Apply principles of optimality of dynamic programming algorithm Joint data distribution Equi-depth partitioning
• Algorithm -Step 1: The n-dimensional space is partitioned along one dimension X 1 into α 1 equi-depth buckets -Step i , i =2..n : In step i, each of the regions found in step i-1 is partitioned along the attribute X i into α i regions.
• Poor quality partitioning SVD (2) • are stored as histograms of attributes X 1 , X 2 Selectivity Estimation using DCT
• At high dimension -The number of data in Joint data distribution is very large.
-The histogram should be small to be stored -DCT can reduce the number of histogram buckets
• The linearity supports the dynamic data change
• Selectivity estimation is very simple due to its continuity and by using the cosine integration 
